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Abstract—Data mining is most commonly used in attempts
to induce association rules from database. Recently, some
researchers have suggested the extraction of association rules
as a multi-objective problem, removing some of the limitations
of current approaches. In this way, we can jointly optimize
quality measures which can present different degrees of tradeoff depending on the database used and the type of information
can be extracted from it.
In this work, we extend the well-known multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms NSGA-II to perform an evolutionary
learning of the intervals of attributes and a condition selection
in order to mine a set of quantitative association rules with
a good trade-off between interpretability and accuracy. To
do that, this method considers three objectives, maximize the
interestingness, comprehensibility and performance. Moreover,
this method follows a database-independent approach which
does not rely upon minimum support and minimum conﬁdence
thresholds. The results obtained over two real-world databases
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Keywords-Data Mining; Quantitative Association Rules;
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms; NSGA-II.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Discovering association rules is one of several Data Mining (DM) techniques described in the literature [15]. Association rules are used to represent and identify dependencies
between items in a database [25]. These are an expression
of the type X → Y , where X and Y are sets of items and
X ∩ Y = . It means that if all the items in X exist in a
transaction then all the items in Y are also in the transaction
with a high probability, and X and Y should not have a
common item [2].
Many previous studies for mining association rules focused on databases with binary or discrete values, however
the data in real-world applications usually consists of quantitative values. Designing DM algorithms, able to deal with
various types of data, presents a challenge to workers in this
research ﬁeld.
In the last years, many researchers have proposed Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [9] for mining quantitative association rules [19], [24] from databases with quantitative values.
EAs, particularly Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [14], are considered to be one of the most successful search techniques
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for complex problems and it has proved to be an important
technique for learning and knowledge extraction. The main
motivation for applying GAs to knowledge extraction tasks
is that they are robust and adaptive search methods that
perform a global search in place of candidate solutions (for
instance, rules or other forms of knowledge representation).
Recently, some researchers have suggested the extraction
of association rules as a multi-objective problem (instead
of a single objective), removing some of the limitations
of current approaches. Several objectives are considered in
the process of extracting association rules, obtaining a set
with more interesting rules and accurate [1], [13]. In this
way, we can jointly optimize measures such as support,
conﬁdence, and so on, which can present different degrees
of trade-off depending on the database used and the type
of information can be extracted from it. Since this approach
presents a multiobjective nature the use of Multi-Objective
Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) [4], [7] to obtain a set
of solutions with different degrees of trade-off between the
different measures could represent an interesting way to
work (by considering these measures as objectives).
In this work, we propose an extension of the wellknown MOEA Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
II (NSGA-II) [8] to mine a set of quantitative association
rules (NSGA-II-QAR) with a good trade-off between interpretability and accuracy. To do that, this method performs
an evolutionary learning of the intervals of the attributes
and a condition selection for each rule considering three
objectives, maximize the interestingness, comprehensibility
and performance, understanding for performance the product
between conﬁdence and support. Moreover, this method follows a database-independent approach which does not rely
upon the minimum support and the minimum conﬁdence
thresholds which are hard to determine for each database.
This paper is arranged as follows. Next section presents a
brief study of the existing MOEAs for general purpose [29].
In Section III we present our proposal to learn the intervals
of the attributes and to perform a condition selection in order
to obtain a set of high quality association rules. Section IV
shows the results of the proposed mining algorithm applied
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Table I
C LASSIFICATION OF MOEA S

over two real-world databases. Finally, Section V points out
some concluding remarks.
II. M ULTI -O BJECTIVE E VOLUTIONARY A LGORITHMS
EAs simultaneously deal with a set of possible solutions
(the so-called population) which allows to ﬁnd several
members of the Pareto optimal set in a single run of the
algorithm. Additionally, they are not too susceptible to the
shape or continuity of the Pareto front (e.g., they can easily
deal with discontinuous and concave Pareto fronts).
The ﬁrst hint regarding the possibility of using EAs to
solve a multi-objective problem appears in a Ph.D. thesis
from 1967 [21] in which, however, no actual MOEA was
developed (the multi-objective problem was restated as a
single-objective problem and solved with a genetic algorithm). David Schaffer is normally considered to be the
ﬁrst to have designed a MOEA during the mid-1980s [22].
Schaffer’s approach, called Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) consists of a simple genetic algorithm with
a modiﬁed selection mechanism. However, VEGA had a
number of problems from which the main one had to do with
its inability to retain solutions with acceptable performance,
perhaps above average, but not outstanding for any of the
objective functions.
After VEGA, the researchers designed a ﬁrst generation
of MOEAs characterized by its simplicity where the main
lesson learned was that successful MOEAs had to combine a good mechanism to select non-dominated individuals (perhaps, but not necessarily, based on the concept
of Pareto optimality) combined with a good mechanism
to maintain diversity (ﬁtness sharing was a choice, but
not the only one). The most representative MOEAs of
this generation are the following: Nondominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [23], Niched-Pareto Genetic
Algorithm (NPGA) [16] and Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [12].
A second generation of MOEAs started when elitism
became a standard mechanism. In fact, the use of elitism is
a theoretical requirement in order to guarantee convergence
of a MOEA. Many MOEAs have been proposed during
the second generation (which we are still living today).
However, most researchers will agree that few of these
approaches have been adopted as a reference or have been
used by others. In this way, the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [27] and the NSGA-II [8]
can be considered as the most representative MOEAs of
the second generation, also being of interest some others
as the Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [17]
and the Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on
Decomposition (MOEA/D). Table I shows a resume of the
most representative MOEAs of both generations.
Finally, we have to point out that nowadays NSGA-II is
the paradigm within the MOEA research community since
the powerful crowding operator that this algorithm uses
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MOEA

MOGA
NPGA
NSGA
micro-GA
MOEA/D & MOEA/D-DE
NPGA 2
NSGA-II
PAES
PESA & PESA-II
SPEA & SPEA2

1st Gen.
√
√
√

2nd Gen.

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

usually allows to obtain the widest Pareto sets in a great
variety of problems, which is a very appreciated property in
this framework.
III. A MOEA FOR M INING Q UANTITATIVE
A SSOCIATION RULES
The proposed algorithm extends the well-known MOEA
NSGA-II [8] in order to mine a set of quantitative association
with a good trade-off between interpretability and accuracy.
To do that, we consider as objectives the comprehensibility,
interestingness and performance of the rules.
In the following, the main characteristics of this approach
are presented: coding scheme, initial gene pool, objectives,
genetic operators and genetic model.
A. Coding scheme and initial gene pool
Each chromosome is a vector of genes that represent the
attributes and intervals of the rule. We have used a positional
encoding, where the i-th attribute is encoded in the i-th gene
has been used. To combine the condition selection with the
learning of the intervals, each gene consist of three parts:
• The ﬁrst part (ac) represents when a gene is involved
or not in the rule. When this part is ‘-1’, this attribute is
not involved in the rule, and when this part is ‘0’ or ‘1’
this attribute is part of the antecedent or consequent of
the rule, respectively. All genes that have ‘0’ on their
ﬁrst parts will form the antecedent of the rule while
genes that have ‘1’ will form the consequent of the
rule.
• The second part represents the lower bound (lb) of the
interval of the attribute.
• The third part represents the upper bound (ub) of the
interval of the attribute.
Notice that, lb and ub will be equal in the intervals of
nominal attributes. Finally, a chromosome CT is coded in
the following way, where m is the number of attributes in
the database.
Genei = (aci , lbi , ubi ), i = 1, . . . , m ,
CT = Gene1 Gene2 . . . Genem
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In order to avoid the intervals to grow up until spanning
the total domain, we deﬁne amplitude as the maximum
size the interval of a determined attribute can get. Thus, the
amplitude of a attribute i is deﬁned as:

Figure 1.

A simple example of the crossover operator

Amplitudei = (M axi − M ini )/δ
where M axi and M ini are the maximum and minimum
values of the domain of attribute i respectively, and δ is a
value given by the system expert that determines the tradeoff
between generalization and speciﬁcity of the rules.
The initial population will be consisted of a rule set (with
only one attribute in the consequent) with a good coverage
of the database. To do that, ﬁrst we select at random the
attributes that will be part of the antecedent and consequent
of the rule. Then we select at random an example from
database and generate the interval of each attribute with a
size equal to 50% of the amplitude of each attribute and
with the values of the example selected in the center of
each of them. Finally, the examples covered for this rule
are removed of the database. This process is repeated until
initial population is completed. Notice that, if all examples
are removed of the database all of them will be added again
to the database.
B. Objectives
Three objectives are maximized for this problem: Interestingness, Comprehensibility and Performance. Performance
is the result of the product between conﬁdence and support
which allow us to obtain accurate rules and a good trade-off
between local and general rules. These measures (support
and conﬁdence) for a rule X → Y are deﬁned as:
Support(X → Y ) = SU P (XY )/ | D |
Conf idence(X → Y ) = SU P (XY )/SU P (X)
where SU P (XY ) is the number of examples of the database
covered by the antecedent and consequent of the rule, and
SU P (X) is the number of examples of the database covered
by the antecedent of the rule.
Interestingness measures how much interesting the rule
is which allow us to extract only those rules that may be
more interesting to the users. In this case, we have used
the interestingness measure lift [20] which represents the
ratio between the conﬁdence of the rule and the expected
conﬁdence of the rule. This is deﬁned as:
Lif t(X → Y ) =

SU P (XY )/ | D |
SU P (X)/ | D | ∗SU P (Y )/ | D |

where SU P (Y ) is the number of examples of the database
covered by the consequent of the rule.
Finally, comprehensibility tries to quantify the understandability of the rule [11]. The generated rules may
have a large number of attributes involved thereby making
it difﬁcult to understand. If the generated rules are not

understandable to the user, the user will never use them.
Here, the comprehensibility of a rule X → Y is measured
by the number of attributes involved in the rule and is deﬁned
as:
Comprehensibility(X → Y ) = 1/AttrX→Y
where AttrX→Y is the number of attributes involved in the
rule.
C. Genetic Operators
The crossover operator generates two offspring interchanging randomly the genes of the parents (exploration).
Figure 1 shows a simple example of the performance of this
operator.
The mutation operator consists in modifying randomly the
interval (lb and ub) and ac of a gene selected at random. This
operator selects at random one of the bounds of the interval
and increases or decreases its value randomly. We have to
be specially careful in not overcoming the ﬁxed value of
amplitude. The value for ac is randomly selected within the
set {-1,0,1}.
D. Repairing operator
After mutation operator, if any rule doesn’t have antecedent or consequent or has more than one attribute in
the consequent, a repairing operator is performed to modify
these rules. If there are more than one attribute in the
consequent, one attribute is randomly selected as consequent
between them and the remaining of attributes are passed to
the antecedent. If there is not any attribute in the antecedent
and/or consequent these are randomly selected between the
attributes not involved.
Finally, the size of the intervals are decreased until the
number of examples covered is smaller than the number of
examples covered by the original intervals in order to obtain
more simple rules.
E. NSGA-II Genetic Model
As in other EAs, ﬁrst NSGA-II generates an initial population. Then an offspring population is generated from the
current population by selection, crossover and mutation. The
next population is constructed from the current and offspring
populations. The generation of an offspring population and
the construction of the next population are iterated until a
stopping condition is satisﬁed. The NSGA-II algorithm has
two features, which make it a high-performance MOEA. One
is the ﬁtness evaluation of each solution based on Pareto
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ranking and a crowding measure, and the other is an elitist
generation update procedure.
Each solution in the current population is evaluated in
the following manner. First, Rank 1 is assigned to all nondominated solutions in the current population. All solutions
with Rank 1 are tentatively removed from the current population. Next, Rank 2 is assigned to all non-dominated solutions
in the reduced current population. All solutions with Rank 2
are tentatively removed from the reduced current population.
This procedure is iterated until all solutions are tentatively
removed from the current population (i.e., until ranks are
assigned to all solutions). As a result, a different rank is
assigned to each solution. Solutions with smaller ranks are
viewed as being better than those with larger ranks. Among
solutions with the same rank, an additional criterion called
a crowding measure is taken into account.
The crowding measure for a solution calculates the distance between its adjacent solutions with the same rank
in the objective space. Less crowded solutions with larger
values of the crowding measure are viewed as being better
than more crowded solutions with smaller values of the
crowding measure.
A pair of parent solutions are selected from the current
population by binary tournament selection based on the
Pareto ranking and the crowding measure. When the next
population is to be constructed, the current and offspring
populations are combined into a merged population. Each
solution in the merged population is evaluated in the same
manner as in the selection phase of parent solutions using
the Pareto ranking and the crowding measure. The next
population is constructed by choosing a speciﬁed number
(i.e., population size) of the best solutions from the merged
population. Elitism is implemented in NSGA-II algorithm in
this manner.
Considering the components previously deﬁned and the
descriptions of the authors in [8], NSGA-II consists of the
next steps:
1) A combined population Rt is formed with the initial
parent population Pt and offspring population Qt
(initially empty).
2) Generate all non-dominated fronts F = (F1 , F2 , ...)
of Rt .
3) Initialize Pt+1 = 0 and i = 1.
4) Repeat until the parent population is ﬁlled.
5) Calculate crowding-distance in Fi .
6) Include i-th non-dominated front in the parent population.
7) Check the next front for inclusion.
8) Sort in descending order using crowded-comparison
operator.
9) Choose the ﬁrst (N − |Pt+1 |) elements of Fi .
10) Use selection, crossover, mutation and repairing operator to create a new population Qt+1 .
11) Increment the generation counter.
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Table II
PARAMETERS CONSIDERED FOR COMPARISON
M ethod

P arameters

GENAR

P opSize = 100, NEval = 50, 000, Psel = 0.25, Pcro = 0.7,
Pmut = 0.1, nRules = 30, F P = 0.7, AF = 2

MODENAR

P opSize = 100, NEval = 50, 000, T hreshold = 60, CR = 0.3,
Wsup = 0.8, Wconf = 0.2, Wcomp = 0.1, Wampl = 0.4

NSGA-II-QAR P opSize = 100, NEval = 50, 000, Pmut = 0.1, δ = 2

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In order to analyze the performance of the proposed mining algorithm, we have considered two real-world databases:
• Stulong: It is a database concerning a study of the
risk factors of atherosclerosis in a population of 1419
middle-aged men in the years 1976 - 19991 . Here, we
extract ﬁve quantitative attributes out of a total of 64
attributes. The selected attributes are height, weight,
systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and
cholesterol level.
• House 16H: It concerns a study to predict the median
price of the houses in a region by considering both
the demographic composition and the state of housing
market. This data was collected as part of the 1990
US census. For the purpose of this database, only a
level State-Place was used and data from all states was
obtained. This database contains 22,784 examples and
17 quantitative attributes 2 .
We compare the proposed algorithm with a monoobjective algorithm and a MOEA for mining quantitative
association rules, GENAR [19] and MODENAR [1], respectively. The parameters of the analyzed methods are shown
in Table II. With these values for our proposal we have
tried to facilitate comparisons, selecting standard common
parameters that work well in most cases instead of searching
for very speciﬁc values. The parameters of the remaining
methods were selected according to the recommendation of
the corresponding authors within each proposal. Furthermore, for all the experiments conducted in this study, the
results shown in the tables always refer to association rules
having a minimum conﬁdence greater than or equal to 0.8.
The results obtained for the database Stulong by the
analyzed methods are shown in Table III, where #R is
1 The study (STULONG) was performed at the 2nd Department of
Medicine, 1st Faculty of Medicine of Charles University and Charles University Hospital, under the supervision of Prof. F. Boudk with collaboration
of M. Tomeckov and Ass. Prof. J. Bultas. The data were transferred to
electronic form by the European Centre of Medical Informatics, Statisticsand Epidemiology of Charles University and Academy of Sciences. The
data resource is on the web page http://euromise.vse.cz/challenge2004. At
present, the data analysis is supported by the grant of the Ministry of
Education CR Nr LN 00B 107
2 This database was designed on the basis of data provided by
US Census Bureau [http://www.census.gov] (under Lookup Access
[http://www.census.gov/cdrom/lookup]: Summary Tape File 1).
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Table III
R ESULTS FOR THE DATABASE S TULONG
Algorithm
GENAR
MODENAR
NSGA-II-QAR

#R AvSup AvConf AvLif t AvAmp %T ran
30
85
90

0.88
0.56
0.52

0.98
0.97
0.93

1.00
1.39
43.74

5.0 95.27
2.6 99.57
3.1 100.00

Table IV
R ESULTS FOR THE DATABASE H OUSE 16H
Algorithm
GENAR
MODENAR
NSGA-II-QAR

#R AvSup AvConf AvLif t AvAmp %T ran
30
98
96

0.43
0.62
0.46

0.98
1.01
0.97
1.00
0.96 443.91

17.0
6.0
3.6

87.29
96.64
99.99

the number of the generated association rules, AvSup and
AvConf are, respectively, the average support and the average conﬁdence of the rules, AvLif t is the average value for
the measure lift of the rules, AvAmp is the average length of
the rules in terms of attributes involved, and %T ran is the
percentage of transactions covered by the rules on the total
examples in the database. Analysing the results presented in
this table, we can present the following conclusions:
•

•

The MOEAs returned sets of rules with less number
of attributes and better coverage of the database than
the mono-objective algorithm, giving the advantage of
easier understanding from a user’s perspective.
The method proposed allow us to obtain a set of
association rules involving few attributes and with the
best average lift and coverage of the database, providing
the user with high quality rules.

The results obtained for the database House H16 by the
analyzed methods are shown in Table IV. Analysing the
results presented in Table IV, we can stress the following
facts:
•

•

In this database with more attributes, the rule sets
obtained by MOEAs involve again few attributes in the
rules and present a good coverage of the database.
Moreover, the method proposed mine again the rules
set with best average lift and coverage of the database.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the conﬁdence
and support of the rules obtained by our proposal and the
numbers of evaluations for the database Stulong. It can be
easily seen from this ﬁgure that the average conﬁdence
of the rules increases with the increase of the number
of evaluations and the distribution of the rules (different
supports) is maintained in the population. It means that the
proposed method allows us to obtain an association rule set
with a high conﬁdence and a good trade-off between speciﬁc
and general rules.

Figure 2. Relationship between conﬁdence/support of the rules in the
population and number of evaluations in the database Stulong. The line
represents the average conﬁdence of the rules in the population.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed an extension of the
well-known MOEA NSGA-II to mine a set of quantitative
association rules with a good trade-off between interpretability and accuracy. To do that, this method performs an
evolutionary learning of the intervals of attributes and a condition selection for each rule considering three objectives,
maximize the interestingness, comprehensibility and performance, understanding for performance the product between
conﬁdence and support. Moreover, this method follows a
database-independent approach which does not rely upon the
minimum support and the minimum conﬁdence thresholds
which are hard to determine for each database.
The results obtained over two real-world databases have
shown how the method proposed let us to mine rule sets with
a good trade-off between the different objectives, obtaining
association rules with few attributes and with the best
average lift and coverage of the dataset, providing the user
with high quality rules.
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